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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

Preparing Scripts for Translation

Genesis 3:1-4

3:1- Now the serpent was more subtile than any beast of the field that YHWH had made.  And he said unto the woman, 
Yea, have RASHATAW said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden? 3:2-And thew oman said unto the serpent, We 
may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden: 3:3-But of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst of the gardn, YHWH have 
said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die:  3:4 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not 
surely die:

Tyx lkm mwroo hyh fxnhw

myhla hwhy hfoo rfa hdfh

myhla rma-yk pa hfah-la rmayw

n   h coo lkm wlkaT al

n   h-coo yrpm fxnh hfah rmaTw

lkan

rma n  h-kwTb rfa cooh yrpmw

alw wnmm wlkaT al myhla

nwTmT-np wb woo   T

nwTmT Twm-al hfah-la fxnh rmayw

3:1

3:2

3:3

3:4
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

1 fxnhw

2 hyh

3 mwroo

4 lkm

5 Tyx

6 hdfh

7 rfa

8 hfo

9 hwhy

10 myhla

11 rmayw

12 hfah-la

13 pa

14 rma-yk

15 myhla

16 al

17 wlkaTlkm

18 coo

19 n   h

increases and increases others with the wisdom of  YARA

ooh rebirth giving new life to the captive to rejoin their hearts to the m giving renew

m blood to the klm workers and carriers of the agreement.  Those that hold strongly to the agreement by the 

m works of the SHAMA.

Speaking and directing the ml to press into works planting and cultivating

Holding others to the way that seek to and have the heart to hold to

Pressing to hold strongly to and show the way.

Multiplication continually.  One raised up and resecured to giving as surrounding protection, gives light to the way of 
life of living and

receives and opens the seeds that change - purifies the p and m

of the agreement and joins

Flowing power of your strength is the m increase

deeply rejoining and strongly holding to wl receiver pressed and creates the new blood that holds to molds and 

makes new.  Sows and reaps.  KALAKA.  klk

to deep fill and raises holding to, seeking, knowing to be new

called to give and reap what is sowed.

Pressing out unknown ways and pride from b

bringing in those who grab hold and join look to hyhoor

strongly seeking the provision of the my

and choose to secure and bind grabs and brings in willingly will show

speaking through teaching in leadership - show life the way to press in fl - kneed in work in TFR speaks 

giving the power to fh to give to hf.  Giver of the wisdom and receiver of wisdom.

one set apart the heart of the giver one set apart to the way

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:1
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

20 rmaTw

21 hfah

22 fxnh-la

23 yrpm

24 n  h-coo

25 lkan

26 yrpmw

27 cooh

28 rfa

29 n   h-kwTb

30 rma

31 myhla

32 al

33 wlkaT

34 wnmm

35 alw

36 woo   T

37 wb

38 nwTmT-np

39 rmayw

The new heart reborn raises with the heart to strongly live walk continual life.  GANA working to returning home - 

transplanting, cycles, fruitful.  The mf raised again a body is assigned.  Body and mf have to become one.  

The body submits to the mf the mf rules over the body.

lkan (nwnnwn) increase given to increase the living works of the way given.  Increase those holding to 
the way.

Teachers rooting others.  Rejoining transplanting - returning us to the wl

Happily roots abides - resetting continually going deeper and

lifts up the receiver of the m through fmh connects the leading to the heart

to the speaking of TFR leading reveals living, cultivates the heart prepares us through letting us into road and 

process of forgiveness.

The heart of the mf increase watering the seeds to open and grow.

to provide the provision of the way marks and secures.

Marked with living comes through a blood, makes clear (cleanses)

opens the flowing to

raises up others to walk in the way learned and experience - leader lives too

turning from error the b returns and secures 

reconnected with the heart and power to produce and reproduce. Physical and Shama works and continuing the house 
of RASHATAW.

TFR brings us in through our inner knowing opening and taking in the seed

changing and separating one greatly holding to the f of ra

Greatly increasing leads us through our new living and assignments directing

setting and shining the light for us to see the way in and through

the flowing agreement of the way

Joins

Happily rooted abides - resetting continually (intimacy) going deeper into the heart.

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:2

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:3

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:4

Begins part 2
audio
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

40 fxnh

41 hfah-la

42 Twm-al

43 nwTmT
and presses in continually to living the way flowing through our hearts shows in works.  The branches restored to 
hold up.

Those holding to and bonded with TFR x way of living see the way and shows others

shows others the way the agreement to live

The great leader speaks todirect the living of the binding (holding) to giving the moving power to grow.  Knods 
(knots, knobs) grow back.
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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

Preparing Scripts for Translation

Genesis 3:5-9

3:5 - For God do know that in the day you eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and you shall be as gods, 
knowing good and evil.  3:6  And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the 
eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her 
husband with her; and he did eat. 3:7 - And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked 
and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.  3:8 - And they heard the voice of walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from presensence of God amongst the trees of the 
garden. 3:9 - And God called unto Adam, and said unto him, where are you?

mwyb yk hyhla oody yk

mTyyhw mkynyoo wxqpnw wnmm mklka

oorw bwj yoody myhlak

cooh bwj yk hfah arTw

dmxnw mynyool awh-hwaT ykw lkaml

lkaTw wyrpm xqTw lykfhl cooh

lkayw hmoo hfyal-m  nTTw

yk woodyw mhynf ynyoo hnxqpTw

hnaT hloo wrpTyw mh mmryoo

Tr   x mhl wfooyw

3:5

3:6

3:7

3:8
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

1 yk

2 oody

3 myhla

4 yk

5 mwyb

6 mklka

7 wnmm

8 wxqpnw

9 mkynyoo

10 mTyyhw

11 myhlak

12 yoody

13 bwj

14 oorw

15 arTw

16 hfah

klhTm myhla hwhy lwq-Ta woomfyw

mdah abxTyw mwyh xwrl w    b

kwTb myhla hwhy ynpm wTfaw

n    h coo

hkya wl

The living works marked of the hand.  Increase giving and raised life.

rmayw mdah-la myhla hwhy arqyw

rooting the living to opening the seeds of the light of the way.  Opening of the heart cord of life.  Repentence - 
confession and returning to

unlocks the flowing that brings in the power of the m to mk through knowing and living.

TFR W guides the way of the blood.  Pushing out unknown.  Restored through fmh

giving new work to hold to the agreement of TFR

The working leads us to experience (know) the way of living gives

wholeness to pull in what is rememberd, written, secured covers rooted of the b

The working leads us (the leading) to experience (know) the way of living.

works that join us deeply.  Learning and moving following the m

washes clean- burn awa

daily anything outside the way of the b.

The living submitted to cleansing made new with new works is raised Greatly working with in the m radiating.

The greatly flows through and the people are created to return

carriers the light connects and shines the light through gathering and connecting - crosses over - the mf with the 

jra living.

TFR retores the roots of the watchers in their hearts

to press into living and multiply raised new and to give. Feed

3:8

3:9

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:5

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:6

In part 2 audio 
half way through. 
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

17 yk

18 bwj

19 cooh

20 lkaml

21 ykw

22 awh-hwaT

23 mynyool

24 dmxnw

25 cooh

26 lykfhl

27 xqTw

28 wyrpm

29 lkaTw

30 nTTw

31 hfyal-m 

32 hmoo

33 lkayw

34 hnxqpTw

35 ynyoo

36 mhynf

37 woodyw

38 yk

39 mmryoo

40 mh

41 wrpTyw

42 hloo

to bring in the cover of the house a body rooted and rejoined.

Their inner knowing is transformed.  Submitted bringining in

closely holding to the working and living watching over this way held to giving

Those joined to the way.  Give as a sacrifice to provide

press in to secure the way of light lead by and leading.  Multiplying increase of living.

The agreement and authority to lead the works will produce

Those seeking (submitted and reaching to receive)

To raise more to TFR through the strength given to us.  Surrounded.  Door opens

The carrier works the m giving lm to bond-hold heart to the way and direct others

drawing from your experience-inner time and knowing brought in through repeat witness - TBF

joins those with the inner knowing giving provision.

The lamp posted along the way living lamps shine the way.  Surround the path filled with mx.

One submitted heart has great wisdom and connected

to carry and live by example-showing.  We live the way-shine-show the living provision- fill living needs

the continual leading and fastening to fill the needs of those living with

with the increase of wisdom.  Increase mf and feed cover (house) clothing, living provision, houses, land, food, 
mental (shama) wholeness, everything we need is provided.

Increase to secure those of the agreement.  (Providing needs) larwTwn and mf

flows in and through hr, overflows

giving life, fruitfulness to produce and create other wr (seeking to join).  

to rejoin feels, senses, desires, willing to be raised up and live

TFR speaks the way of life into the hearts of the bl.  Wl - A great speaking raises up the leaders, guides, 

protectors.

The heart recognize the teachings a sensing deep within something. Moving n A working knowing.

is the way to live connected raised up from or mf taught.  Can not stop us from living because the f is our 

being.  We are made up and part of the f.  Strongly returns to the f teaching fy.

gives light we see into the mf and study to make the connection when

activates opens a great desire and desires to hold to cover our works

connect the mf teaching through returning to the outward teaching of mmr ray rises together

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:7

ends part 2 audio. Part 3 audio picks up 
here.
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

43 hnaT

44 wfooyw

45 mhl

46 Tr    x

47 woomfyw

48 lwq-Ta

49 hwhy

50 myhla

51 klhTm

52 n    b

53 xwrl

54 mwyh

55 abxTyw

56 mdah

57 wTfaw

58 ynpm

59 hwhy

60 myhla

61 kwTb

62 coo

63 n   h

64 arqyw

65 hwhy

66 myhla

67 mdah-la

is marked with and carriers this mark of life.  Secures and 

from unknown - strange outside workings and pride - self teachings.

Hears the m and greatly pushes out the unclean

the works of the agreement

flowing greatly the blood marked and given power to those who walk with

the lifiting continually watching, reaping, sowing, leading

and the Great Leader xwr presses in the way through teaching

on the way one crushed and reborn.  Protected and working the light of the way.  Wisdom of TFR.

The mark of light and fruitfulness shines that ones works are of the TFR.  A heart marked to receive and hold 

tightly to the rayh leadership.

The one successfully is on the way of forgiveness walking to and with the TFR continually surrounded and 

secured to multiply and receive provision, guard this way, cultivator, harvestor, planter - (sows and reaps - "Tithes" 

back to the ground and to the mf.)

People marked and roots deeply are TFR people.  Because f written on our mf lb by TFR.  

Assigned the works within.

the TFR is the root system.  Reflecting of the light of the agreement.

Raised up to follow and show multiplying

The seeking and submission of our hearts the cleansing of our hearts.  Raising new life from death. Reborn as one.

Rising now greatly to the standards of living.

Multiplication.  Refilling of the life the inner working is seen.  The heart of the watchers leads.

TFR resets and leads the people secured to

HADAMA - Looking to the leadership of fmh.  Greatly follows the

light of the leader showing us how to reroot and secure to w

The seed of the m will transform the p given root and open the seed

TFR created inside to return thama (mj)

to TFR agreement raising up their p and y to the ml (standards of the word).  Even their speaking

The m covers and enters bringing the b rooting and healing to hold to

the agreement and directed to follow the Head Teacher

MAYAMA MAYALAMA - mmm      =         GAMALA.  The working of the m

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:8

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:9
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

68 rmayw

69 wl

70 hkya

will give the way, power to teach and lead others giving the same m

the LAWA. Directing you wl

to those seeking TFR.  TFR will bring them to you.  You give healing.

Make the separated return to the seat.  Return the mf (SHAMA) to the b (Body).

Part 3 audio 
ends here.
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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

Preparing Scripts for Translation

Genesis 3:10-12

3:10 - And he said, I heard your voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself. 3:11 - And 
he said, who told you that you was naked?  Did you eat from the tree, that I told you not to eat?  3:12 And man siad, Yes, 
I did eat.  The woman you gave me gave me the fruit. 

aryaw n   b yToomf klq-Ta rmayw

abxaw ykna mryoo-yk

yk kl dy    h ym rmayw

kyTywc rfa cooh-nmh hTa mryoo

Tlka wnmm-lka yTlbl

hTTn rfa hfah mdah rmayw

lkaw cooh-nm yl-hnTn awh ydmoo

3:10

3:11

3:12
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

1 rmayw

2 klq-Ta

3 yToomf

4 n    b

5 aryaw

6 mryoo-yk

7 ykna

8 abxaw

9 rmayw

10 ym

11 dy      h

12 kl

13 yk

14 mryoo

15 hTa

HAWA rejoining the m to hr

one reflecting this on their hearts.  The people know living x is possible and they greatly become one with the is 
way.  With us, guarding and guarded inside.

TFR greatly increases hr with his m giving foundation - root (ancor - system)  joins living and m in one 

rm. 

The giver of the mf from the ymfr enters in and works fill - cleansing

TFR leads his people through his head teacher through lr his speaking.  Refines - cleans out sin by giving us 

d raising us to his standards.

The light pressed into the heart kl - message

a life covered, wisdom of mf pressed inward secures the OAYAOTA, shows the plan or guidance of the way.  T 

= message/meeting connections.  Showing of a message and making connections  TOO.  Is one connected and 

receives speaking messages dreams, visions, connections - pieces together and makes clear.

Bring in, those living, seeking to return to the ynm working blood.  

to the direction of living ray reconnect and bring in

push out strange or selfish works

and cultivate and water those working and living in the direction of our leader and teacher

The nmf raises to the standards.  Hold our works to the way and leadership

Hold tightly to covering - separates- for the freedom (leads hearts to surround) to submit and stay submit with a strong 
will - holding desire. 

reveals the works and mf of a hr.  Shows the works of ray to

change those joined in agreement.  A deep change - submission

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:10

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:11

Beginning of part 
4.
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

16 cooh-nmh

17 rfa

18 kyTywc

19 yTlbl

20 wnmm-lka

21 Tlka

22 rmayw

23 mdah

24 hfah

25 rfa

26 hTTn

27 ydmoo

28 awh

29 yl-hnTn

30 cooh-nm

31 lkaw

The new life (breath) roots (acz) raising strong and continuing works of rooting.  (Have to go down to go up)

The plow changes the heart, b, agreeing to hold to the authority working, work, cultivation, changing and prep

The power of the transformation is the agreement of the blood giving new blood, molding - shaping in wl puts the 

heart back to the standards of rh.

Tfr  draws in those holding to the works of the work to bring to repentence - cleansing TL resecures the roots 

of those submitted to change raised up new clean life and whole b and mf (body and SHAMA- works)   Draws 

in to repentence. Transliteration of repentence is TnT     pr

joining to the leader of the living m of those holding to those transformed are surrounded and protected.

The submitted press in and are given to die (acz) to pride and outside ways and is given the m.   

rising filling with living the f with a  purified and root

deeply and securily to the way

bringing in the way of leadership reconnecting to our lead

through the wl is returned as one in n

pressing out unclean, unknowing knowledge 

brings in the agreement and fullness of the w.

Those happily raised up and joined-rejoined.  Heart (mb) and works (b) are secured

is one filled and follows the way of mdah and is different (set-apart) Looks different.  

The giver of the m strongly brings in one living the f and mf

rejoins and fills the heart

TnT

cut loose a living and replant.

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:12

pr

speak a way take in or to push out.

yp

Heart of action stop and start
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

GANASHAWASHA (Genesis) 
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Preparing Scripts for Translation
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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

Preparing Scripts for Translation

Genesis 3:13 - 15

3:13 - And God said untot hew oman, What is this that you have doen? And the woman siad, The serpent beguiled me, 
and I did eat.  3:14 - And God said unto the serpent, Because you have done this, you are cursed above all cattle, and 
above every beast of the field; upon your belly shall you go, and dust shall you eat all the days of your life:  3:15 And I 
will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed; it shall bruise your head, and you 
shal bruise his heel.

Taz-hm hfal myhla hwhy rmayw

ynayfh fxnh hfah rmaTw Tyfoo

lkaw

yk fxnh-la myhla hwhy rmayw

hmhbh-lkm hTa rwra Taz Tyfoo

klT knx    -loo hdfh Tyx lkmw

kyyx ymy-lk lkaT rpoow

hfah nybw knyb Tyfa hbyaw

kpwfy awh hoorz nybw koorz

bqoo wnpwfT hTaw far

3:13

3:14

3:15
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

1 rmayw

2 hwhy

3 myhla

4 hfal

5 Taz-hm

6 Tyfoo

7 rmaTw

8 hfah

9 fxnh

10 ynayfh

11 lkaw

12 rmayw

13 hwhy

14 myhla

15 fxnh-la

16 yk

17 Tyfoo

18 Taz

19 rwra

yr is the director of the hr of the people of mr lead

buy the way directed to move to

lift up the way spoken and pressed written holding to the l (will keep us to The Creator's way.)

one greatly provided for is given the power to hold to the works of this way.

constantly looking keep sin out and to correct sin and return to the way of TFR

set and rest to return to and your roots to the ra of your rm

The wl pressed to hold.  The root and surrounding of the m is the power of the ra

The rejoining of the works of the light gives the rmla leading

TFR sets the people

of the agreement

follow and walk the way given. The way taught.

to hold to strongly - cleansing and clean works crush out

unknown or self-pride work - works outside of f of TFR (my truth) or other teachings

The ability to see - fy - the way and grab hold looking to the way

receives the great wisdom and direction of th TFR.  TFR xwr (leads and secures)

The wisdom of living this way will protect and sustain those

working and living the way of this agreement.  Hold strongly to.

moving within  the way of the agreement give the greatest increase. (separates from those who talk against or go 
against YARAH.)

TFR creates a strong heart with the ra securing the light and heart of the TFR way

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:13

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:14

Part 4
Continues
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

20 hTa

21 hmhbh-lkm

22 lkmw

23 Tyx

24 hdfh

25 knx    -loo

26 klT

27 rpoow

28 lkaT

29 ymy-lk

30 kyyx

31

32

33 hbyaw

34 Tyfa

35 knyb

36 nybw

37 hfah

38 nybw

39 koorz

40 nybw

41 hoorz

42 awh

43 kpwfy

44 far

45 hTaw

46 wnpwfT

separates and brings in those looking to TFR.  Have this T of the heart.

one seeking the way of TFR heart is led to walk the x (xwr)  is

seeking, covering, and the power to return to the working of this agreement.  Approved to return - forgiveness.

repentence and declaring inwardly to root works of the heart agreement

agreement one submitted fully and happily to holding to the working

continually living and holding to works guided and guiding

ATAHA is one greatly rooted and raising to the way.  Secured to the leader within

Apply this working (application) (look strongly to the bbb) multiplying and increasing mb the m

carriers of light and power. A great working within of the lm of klm

prepares works of TFR

the house/people comes alive and begins to function and build based on our roots 

digging to find the roots of the living.  Seeking what was lost.

TFR places back into living the way shown.  Fruitful works burns out

a house outside and disconnected from the leaders works

of cutting of the inner working with deceptive - surface-prideful teaching.

works of separation.  And reconnecting

guarding through strongly holding to and directing others to holding to the works of xwr.  Sowing and reaping 
continually living and giving life continually works of guidance.  (you never reach a certain level to sin.  And if you 
still want your sin you never repented.)

Pressed or pulled up.  Secured or ripped up.  To return the house and the people of the house to standing.  

The people feed again, taught again, living the f pressing in the works. Pushing out 

the house to the harvestor to fill the inner knowing again.  

cleaning and redirecting one looking to the light within to live.  Brings in this living

of our root heart works.  Rf lead by the f opens the seed to see within

Given the f gives sight to bond

and return our lives and living to TFR agreement

The agreement leads us to TFR to stay within and keep the p to

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:15

Notes for 3:14- when you believe something you hold to as in doing.  Can't change hTA heart and mind. xklm 

are repentent.  People who tell you to relax.  No.  Holding to dont argue.  Walk away, hang up, let them go.  You will not fail 
following YARA!!! Make sure we have the correct teaching. We can sense.
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

47 bqoo
deep within holding and regenerating through experience, pressing in unlocked by reconnecting living, study, 
working inside.

End of part 4 audio
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Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.
English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

Preparing Scripts for Translation

Genesis 3:16-18

3:16-Unto woman he said, I will greatly multiply your sorrow and your concception; in sorrow you shall bring forth 
children; and your desire will be to you husband, and he shall rule over you.  3:17 - And unto Adam he said, Because 
you have listened to your wife, and have eatten the fruit of the I told you not to eat of: cursed is the ground for your sake; 
in sorrow shall you eat of it all the days of your life; 3:18 - Thorns also and thistles shall you bring forth to you; and you 
shall eat the herb of the field;

knwbcoo hbra hbrh rma hfah-la

kfya-law mynb ydlT bcoob knrhw

kb-lfmy awhw kTqwfT

kTfa lwql Toomf-yk rma mdalw

rmal kyTywc rfa cooh-nm lkaTw

hmdah hrwra wnmm lkaT al

ymy lk hnlkaT nwbcoob krwboob

kyyx

Tlkaw kl xymcT rdrdw cwqw

hdfh bfoo-Ta

3:16

3:17

3:18
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

1 hfah-la

2 rma

3 hbrh

4 hbra

5 knwbcoo

6 knrhw

7 bcoob

8 ydlT

9 mynb

10 rfya-law

11 rTqwfT

12 awhw

13 kb-lfmy

14 mdalw

15 rma

16 Toomf-yk

receive the leadership and hold to

the leadership of mrh to greatly increase you.  Raising you to the wl through speaking-teaching

The light of the house is YARAH and is greatest and increases those of the house greatly that look and hold to this 
leading and way.  One who great loves AHABA this way.

one that seeks and brings in the way of the bm - power and might within.  House of

radiating the light and power of living and life received, holding to pressing in and receiving the teaching of the m 

of mrh

Deep within crosses over between realms.  And raised up transforming within the way

Deep within you (hTa) is the agreement of leadership of  TFR continually of the fallen

Secured the keys pressed into mda - man husband

and wife - woman (AMA is said to be the word for mother.) to bind to and carry the light, fire, power of  m  ra

ky.  The life covered and The Mf of kr covers and holds the knowing.  Messengers.  Magnifies and gives 

light to/within of TFR.

all the house to raise to the standards of the way of living and working

continuing to grow and pass on to the n of the house

showing the way of living and teaching the way within b of fy

raising up children and others rooted to living to root to living. (molding us - makes new) and wisdom increases and 
greatly continues

marking and multiplying the works and life of living this way

working, holding to, leading the way of the fm drawing out and up the way of the leading bl  holding to and 

covering those who submit with the kmf.

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:16

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:17

Beginning of part 5 audio
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Preparing Scripts for Translation

17 lwql

18 kTfa

19 lkaTw

20 cooh-nm

21 rfa

22 kyTywc

23 rmal

24 al

25 lkaT

26 wnmm

27 hrwra

28 hmdah

29 krwboob

30 nwbcoob

31 hnlkaT

32 lk

33 ymy

34 kyyx

35

36 cwqw

37 rdrdw

messengers lead by and holding to the ql of the way.  Raised and raising others.  Armed, healed, heals, teaches 

fully submitted and cleansed holding to T.  Continual.

spoken to leads to

rejoin the leadership of TFR.  Whole in agreement again.

The blood agreement of the people of  TFR living multiplied

together and to others rejoining the roots of the people to 

the sacrifice and new blood be made new in the leadership fmh

your body, heart, knowing joined in living.  One in whole returned b to fm.  One in marriage.  Bbfm

Two joined by the TFR created to of the ra to TF works of the f together.  Two in agreement to the q.  

Holding to/two as one.  Hold to.  (RAM is here as well as the SHAMA of the light is the RAMA- YAH'HASHAWA.)

Two serving in agreement as one.  Healed as two trees come together.  Firmly rooted through the fire. Fire - battles 
together.  Has sound and power to lead.

ml to lead the way of life to the OAZA submitted leaders of the mf with this experience (rememberance). 

carriers the wisdom needed to give the way

that transforms those deeply holding to the way.  Secured and shows through works of direction and living.  No 

problem holding too/rooted within. Studies and pressing return to our roots.  Joining as TFR.

leadership of the ra m lead by xwr makes us one fire/ra through

Secured through the heart. Pierce the heart to rise again.  Die to selfishness- die to surface- die to self-die to flesh 
living.

joined as one deeply rooted two as one.  Rejoin your inner knowing.  B and mf.  To your outer.  Broken healed - 
rejoined. Agreement written and secured

continually to the way of the b insided and out as one living.

one lifted up secured of the way.  Secured to the lk of T. Leadership lead to live and follow the kl.

LAKA whole - one whole in agreement holding to

works (giving to) holds to increases daily continual works together lead.  Works held to the same m.  Washing (back 
and forth) rowing.

Guard the x through holding to (through living) strongly pull in. And strongly push out outside ways not living 
outside ways. (you will know us the heart of our works.) Branded heart - marked heart.

GANAYAWASHA 3:18

GANAYAWASHA 3:17 cont.

We see the marriage agreement explained more between Husband and wife. And the agreement overall of us 
as a people/children of RASHATAWA.
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38 xymcT

39 kl

40 Tlkaw

41 bfoo-Ta

42 hdfh

TFR places his mark to the reborn with the m of xy.  Increases and the power to hold to the x. (molded)

Framed securely on our hearts.  Breast plate (lx).  To walk with this on our tongues, teaching. 

Covers and secures the agreement again to receive the raising up.  Life to T (TFR)

The two joined in heart in one agreement of knowing.  One in assignment.  Those lead of the heart joined as one.

separates to the way spoken-taught and give to keep the standards.  Two joined in agreement spoken and signed. - 
Placed in writing.

GANASHAWASHA (Genesis) 
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English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM
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Genesis 3:19-21

3:19 - in the swat of the you face you will eat bead, till you return to the ground; for out of it was you taken: for dust you 
are, and unto dust shall you return.  3:20 - And adam called his wife's name Eve; because she was the mother of all 
living.  3:21 - Unto Adam also and to his wife did God make coats of skins, and clothed them.

doo mxl lkaT kypa Toozb

Txql hnmm yk hmdah-la kbwf

bwfT rpoo-law hTa rpoo-yk

hwx wTfa mf mdah arqyw

yx-lk ma hTyh awh yk

wTfalw mdal myhla hwhy fooyw

mfblyw rwoo TwnTk

3:19

3:20

3:21
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1 Toozb

2 kypa

3 lkaT

4 mxl

5 doo

6 kbwf

7 hmdah-la

8 yk

9 hnmm

10 Txql

11 rpoo-yk

12 hTa

13 rpoo-law

14 bwfT

15 arqyw

16 mdah

17 mf

opens our hearts to receive ray teaching of (the wisdom of) TRF placed to live-healing of sight of the way.

holds our being to the works those asking (desire) to return.  Life covered - press in to know.

the working wisdom.  Press in ml and changes to receive the m.  Creating a new m to hold  

witness - living- knowing the blood of our hearts repeatedly.  Remember - sense the way of our heart.

multiplies knowing foo (10 - Y)  Insides are changed with the working in of fy that we are secured to b  

TFR again.  Deeply holding to our bf.  Coverings of the house holding to our covering way.  Living daily 

holding to kf the way handed down - leading.  Increase with rooting

Strongly surrounded with the agreement.  

HA ABA provider of life to our heart and body.  Those who know the agreement.  Protected, protector. Lead and 
leader.  Those who live the agreement.

resecured to the house and root works again functional of/in your assignment.

Connected works from mymf flows through into the

people of the teaching of mrh

fmh gives the mf

your blod marks your agreement

your works of living from your blood directed and given to TFR.  Given by mdah.

Spoken and leading with and from q press into the x (the way, heart) those

with a heart of knowing and open the heart give sight

hr holding to TFR.  People submitted to

making the lifting of your hearts overflow with fruitfulness

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:19

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:20

Audio P5 ends 
here.

Audio P6 begins here.
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18 wTfa

19 hwx

20 yk

21 awh

22 hTyh

23 ma

24 yx-lk

25 fooyw

26 hwhy

27 myhla

28 mdal

29 wTfalw

30 TwnTk

31 rwoo

32 mfblyw

how to live the way of the working agreement.  Cleansing their m and others of the people. 

Return your works through bringing in your knowledge of f.

TFR created to live

in agreement leadership of works b and the mf.

to the people greatly holding to directed by to secure

the light to return-declare and decree the way re-rooting

the one who receives the way to live and turns works back

to live according to the leadership of

given to resecure roots.  Moving from outside ways to return

look and holding with great strength and giving others/leading

MALA lead through the leader and raised strongly to separate and cover

with the garment of the measurement of the wl of holding to

holding to and raising to secure your living, your seed, seed, and others of the seed.

Turning from error - sin of your living.  Returning your knowledge

to see, secure, record,, hold what is written within, writing and pushing out unclean knowledge.

GANAYAWASHA 3:21

GANAYAWASHA 3:21 continued

GANASHAWASHA (Genesis) 
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English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM
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Genesis 3:22-24

3:22 - And God said, behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his 
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever: 3:23 Therefore God sent him from the garden of Eden, 
to till the ground from where he was taken. 3:24 So he drove out man; and he placed at the east of the gard of Eden 
Cherubims, and a flaming sword that turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life.

mdah nh myhla hwhy rmayw

bwj Toodl wnmm dxak hyh

xqlw wdy xlfy-np hToow oorw

yxw lkaw myyxh coom m   

mlool

dbool ndoo-n   m myhla hwhy whxlfyw

mfm xql rfa hmdah-Ta

ndoo-n   l mdqm nkfyw mdah-Ta fr    yw

TkphTmh brxh jhl Taw mybrkh-Ta

myyxh coo krd-Ta rmfl

3:22

3:23
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1 rmayw

2 hwhy

3 myhla

4 nh

5 mdah

6 hyh

7 dxak

8 wnmm

9 Toodl

10 bwj

11 oorw

12 hToow

13 xlfy-np

14 wdy

15 xqlw

16 m  

17 coom

18 myyxh

19 lkaw

20 yxw

21 mlool

22 whxlfyw

23 hwhy

24 myhla

25 ndoo-n   m

The ray will guide, return, and re-root, increasing to TFR

joins the workers of the living word and waters to his way

lifting of the living the m through rooting.  Rejoining your living to mf

to HAYADAMA - way to teaching

brings in those separated and broken back

presses in to open the p to receive the way become one one with the way

The living blood new held within the working of returning to living the m.

the writing on the wall-standards rooted in the living glows

glows and fills the heart of x, filling- bringing in light to heal - cord of life

giving direction to see, reach, live, receive the m to lift out     to

the living way and blood fills reopening a heart fallen and dead

the way speaks teaching of new life that gives way to living works and a working m

pulls our living of the agreement back into one

presses out filth (sin) pressing in new life.  Give new living 

that gives the way reopened unlocks.  The way of standards

the way to gather and hold to the increase through functioning strong house holds.  Stearing the b this way.

submerges the inner knowing through seeking to return the watchers.  Reconnects the mymf

reopens the oorw inside knowing to be one

one speaking life and the way of living multiplies.  Shaking. The works given to join, lead, and show (teach) the way 

of fy guardings

leads and lifts up his m of the agreement to his ml  lm

Blood of life lifts up the eyes to see the way and connect

wl living life

the works and the heart joined as one again of the m

fm the lm draws in those seeking and carrying the light.  Seen from drawing out the f

joining works TFR

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:22

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:23
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26 dbool

27 hmdah-Ta

28 rfa

29 xql

30 mfm

31 fr    yw

32 mdah-Ta

33 nkfyw

34 mdqm

35 ndoo-n   l

36 mybrkh-Ta

37 Taw

38 jhl

39 brxh

40 TkphTmh

41 rmfl

42 krd-Ta

43 coo

44 myyxh

the living works to the heart drawing in the experience learned pushing out of the heart to b.

rejoined, given, and taught by TFR    HMDAH

the ra of the f shines the way of the heart

speaking and working as in (living) the x of the way

connects the way of life to how we live the way of the light

MALA given to lead the way to life. Giving the teaching to the inner knowing

eyes experience the connection of living and teaching connected dreams/visions connect.  Ability to give l and life 

mrh m - push out unclean and bring in the lf living of life with this agreement, healing, covering.

light of living secured, increases through TFR

in agreement and follows TFR pushout strange m.  Greatly held. A whole vessel can hold.  Led, leading and 

protected greatly.

one poured into and holds to hold x is strong hearted and strongly protected and looks to increase greatly 
increasing protected.

wisdom of the x gives blood life to the f and lifts us mightily to the way a mf reborn a mfm 

(SHAMA and Ground b body joined as one again.)

TFR gives the "keys to the gate" the way to live works that led the heart. Burning out sin.  To the f roots 

continually.

increases wisdom of the TFR.  MDAH  sacrifice, surrounds, gives life

shows us the way to live holding and working the wisdom of living works

one of the house has the working of the m of the house marked with life.  Held to TFR way.  Gives life.

Secured roots and leadership is a RF that gives m to other rf filled with the heart

for living the agreement.  Heart of the way and is approved by TFR.

Gladly gives up inner new way to repent  - push out filth - sin and renew

raising to life of living forgiveness - giving clean works.

GANASHAYAWASHA 3:23

GANAYAWASHA 3:24

GANASHAWASHA (Genesis) 
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